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A complete menu of Mosaic Cafe (now Boxi Kitchen ' ' from Oakland covering all 11 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about Mosaic Cafe (now Boxi Kitchen ' ':
Well , to start off I do believe I was the first of the day, so you guys really need to clean the grill a lot better !!! the
meat tastes burnt!!! other than that the flavors were there , the pickle the lettuce, yogurt sauce, the dill. The pitas

were perfect 10 outta 10 . WAYY SMALL PORTIONS!!! S SIGN OF THE TIMES I GUESS... read more. In
beautiful weather you can even have something in the outdoor area, and there is free WLAN. The rooms on site

are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical disabilities. What Mary
Sebunya doesn't like about Mosaic Cafe (now Boxi Kitchen ' ':

Terrible food! Small servings very expensive.We bought two bowls of beef kebobs. They gave us terrible
meatballs instead. We also ordered a side of fries — we were so disappointed!The dessert was spoilt.Don’t

waste your money here! read more. For customers of the restaurant, the catering service is also available, In
addition, you'll find sweet delicacies, cake, small snacks and chilled refreshments and hot drinks here. In

addition, you can spoil your taste buds with various delectable Turkish meals such as chicken kebab or a spicy
lentil or bulgur salad, Easy digestible Mediterranean courses are also available.
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Orienta� dishe�
FALAFEL

Wrap�
FALAFEL WRAP

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Condiment� an� Sauce�
HUMMUS

Chicke�
CHICKEN KEBAB

CHICKEN SHAWARMA

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
LAMB

WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

MEAT

CHICKEN

LETTUCE

YOGURT

PICKLE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:00 -17:00
Tuesday 11:00 -17:00
Wednesday 11:00 -17:00
Thursday 11:00 -17:00
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